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Let f be a continuous map of an interval I/R. The periods of the
periodic points of f are described by a theorem of Sarkovskii [6, 12],
which defines an ordering in the set N* of all positive integers in such a
way that if n # N* is a period of x # I, every integer following n in
Sarkovskii’s ordering is the period of some point of I. Quite different situa-
tions may arise when the dynamical system generated by the iterations of
a single map is replaced by a continuous semiflow. As will be shown in this
article, if , : R+ _I  I is a continuous semiflow on I, the existence of a
periodic orbit implies that , is the identity; or equivalently, the only
compact orbits are reduced to the fixed points of ,. If I is replaced by a
circle, the existence of a periodic point implies that , is a periodic flow.
Of course, these and other results involving also |-stable points and
non-wandering points depend in an essential way on the fact that , is a
one-dimensional dynamical system. To reach similar conclusions for flows
and semiflows in higher dimensions, stronger hypotheses on the single
maps of , have to be introduced. Thus, if , is a continuous semiflow of
holomorphic self-maps of the open unit ball of a complex Hilbert space, the
existence of a periodic orbit spanning a dense linear subspace of the entire
space implies that , is a periodic flow. In the case of complex dimension
one, i.e., when , acts holomorphically on the open unit disc of the complex
plane, the periodicity of , follows from weaker conditions: namely from the
hypothesis whereby the set of non-wandering points of , is not empty.
1. Let M be a metric space with the topology defined by a distance d.
For a continuous map f : M  M, we will denote the iterates of f, writing
f 0=identity map, f 1= f and f n= f n&1 b f for n=1, 2, ... . If f is a homeo-
morphism, we will extend this notation to all n # Z writing f n=( f &1)&n
when n is a negative integer. The dynamical system generated iterating f is
a discrete dynamical system.
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Continuous dynamical systems are the continuous flows or semiflows,
[1].
A continuous semiflow, is a continuous map , : R+ _M  M such that
,0(x)=x and ,t1+t2(x)=,t1(,t2(x)) (1)
for all t1 , t2 # R+ and all x # M. A continuous flow is a continuous map
, : R_M  M satisfying (1) for all t1 , t2 # R. In this case, ,t is a
homeomorphism for all t # R.
For x # M, the set O+(x)=[,t : t # R+ ] is called the forward orbit of x.
If , is a flow, the set
O(x)=[,t(x) : t # R]
is called the orbit of x.
Let x # M. If there is { # R+"[0] such that
,{(x)=x, ,t(x){x \t # (0, {),
x is a periodic point of ,, with period {. If the first of these two conditions
holds for any { # R+ , x is called a fixed point of the semiflow (respectively,
the flow) ,.
The forward orbit O+(x) of the periodic point x is the compact set
[,t(x) : t # [0, {]].
The point x will be said to be |-stable for the continuous semiflow
, : R+_M  M if, for every =>0 and every :>0, there is some {: such
that
d(,{(x), x)=. (2)
All periodic points and all fixed points of , are |-stable.
The notion of |-stability can be illustrated in terms of |-limits of the
continuous semiflow , : R+_M  M.
Let x # M. A point y # M for which there is a sequence [t&] in R+ such
that
lim
&  +
t&=+ and lim
&  +
,t&(x)= y,
is called an |-limit point of the forward-orbit O+(x) of x. The set of all
|-limit points of O+(x) is called the |-limit set of O+(x) and is denoted
by |(O+(x)).
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Proposition 1. The set |(O+(x)) is closed in M. If O+(x) is contained
in a compact set K/M, |(O+(x)) is a non-empty, compact, connected
subset of K.
For a proof, see [8].
The following statement is a direct consequence of the definition of
|-stability.
Theorem 1. The point x # M is |-stable if, and only if, x # |(O+(x)).
An important class of continuous semiflows consists of those , for which
there is a constant c>0 such that
d(,t(u), ,t(v))cd(u, v) \t # R+, \u, v # M. (3)
If c=1, , will be called a contractive (or non-expansive) semiflow.
If (3) holds, and if x is |-stable, ,t(x) is |-stable for all t0.
Theorem 2. All |-stable points of the continuous semiflow , are non-
wandering. If (3) is satisfied for some c>0, all non-wandering points of , are
|-stable.
For a proof, see [12, 13], where |-stable points are called asymptoti-
cally stable.1
Let the metric space M be separable, and let the continuous semiflow
, : R+_M  M be non-trivial and contractive. Let x # M be a periodic
point of ,, with period {>0, or a fixed point of ,. The forward orbit
O+(x) of x is compact. For any =>0, the set
V= [u # M : d(u, ,t(x)= \t0]
is a closed neighbourhood of O+(x).
Let ,s be surjective and topologically transitive for some s>0. The set
of points of M whose forward orbits are dense, is dense in M.2 Let
y # M"O+(x) and let =>0 and _>0 be so small that
B( y, _) & V= <. (4)
If z # V= has a dense orbit, then ,t(z) # B( y, _) for some t>0 and
,t(z) # V= for all t0, contradicting (4). Thus, M=O+(x) and , defines a
310 EDOARDO VESENTINI
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related to Liapunov’s theory (see, e.g. [8]).
2 This fact follows from Theorem 5.9 of [14] and from the hypothesis whereby M is a
separable metric space (see also [12]).
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homeomorphism of the circle R{Z onto M. Setting ,t=,&1&t for all t0,
, extends to a continuous flow R_M  M which will be denoted by the
same symbol ,, and the diagram
, v(x)R M
R{Z
commutes. Hence, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3. If M is a separable metric space and , : R+ _M  M is a
non-trivial, contractive semiflow such that ,s is surjective and topologically
transitive for some s>0, then M is homeomorphic to a circle, and , is the
restriction to R+ of a strongly continuous group R_M  M which is
topologically conjugate to the group of rotations of the circle.
2. Let , : R+ _I  I be a continuous semiflow acting on an interval
I/R. Let x # I be a periodic point of ,, with period {>0. For all t # (0, {)
the points ,t stay on the same side of x. Suppose that
,t(x)>x \t # (0, {).
Then
max[,s : s # [0, {]]=sup[,s : s # [0, {]]>x.
Let
t1=min[t # [0, {]: ,t(x)=max[,s : s # [0, {]]],
t2=max[t # [0, {] : ,t(x)=max[,s : s # [0, {]]].
Then
0<t1t2<{.
For every s # (0, t1) there is t # (t2 , {) such that
,s(x)=,t(x). (5)
Clearly, 0<s<t<{. Composing both sides of (5) with ,{&t one has
,{&t b ,s(x)=,{&t b ,t(x)=,{(x)=x,
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i.e.
,{&(t&s)(x)=x.
Since 0<{&(t&s)<{, this contradicts the hypothesis whereby x has
period {, and proves the following proposition.
Proposition 2. The continuous semiflow , : R+ _I  I has no periodic
points.
Equivalently, if ,t(x)=x for some t>0, then x is a fixed point of ,.
According to this proposition, the point ,t(x) cannot make a U-turn
without being stopped permanently. Indeed, if
,t1(x)=,t2(x)
for some t2>t1>0, then
,t2(x)=,t2&t1 b ,t1(x)=,t2&t1 b ,t2(x),
and therefore ,t2(x) would be a periodic point of ,.
This remark will be instrumental in extending Proposition 2 to |-stable
points.
Let x # I be an |-stable point which is not a fixed point of the con-
tinuous semiflow ,. Choose =>0. The set of numbers {1 such that
|,{(x)&x|=, (6)
is closed (and non-empty). Let {= (1) be the minimum of this set. There
is no restriction in assuming x=0. Since 0 is not a fixed point of ,, then
a :=max[ |,t(0)| : 0t{=]>0.
Let _ # (0, min[=, a]) and let {o{= be such that
|,{o(0)|_.
Then
b :=max[ |,t(0)| : 0t{o]a.
Since ,t(0){0 for all t>0, all the points ,t(0) stay on the same side of
0. Assume
,t(0)>0 \t>0.
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The set C :=[t # [0, {o]: ,t(0)=b] is closed (and non-empty). If
t1 :=inf C=minC and t2 :=sup C=maxC,
then
0<t1t2<{o.
Since
,t1(0)=ba>_,
there exists s1 # (0, t1) such that
,s1(0)>,{o(0).
Hence, there exists s2 # (t2 , {o) for which
,s2(0)=,s1(0). (7)
Clearly
0<s1<t1t2<s2<{o.
Composing both sides of (7) with ,{o&s2 one obtains
,{o(0)=,{o&(s2&s1)(0),
i.e.,
,s2&s1(,{o&(s2&s1)(0))=,{o&(s2&s1)(0).
By Proposition 2,
,t(,{o&(s2&s1)(0))=,{o&(s2&s1)(0)
for all t0, i.e.,
,t(0)=,{o&(s2&s1)(0) \t{
o&(s2&s1).
Since
lim inf
t  +
|,t(0)|=0,
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then
,{o&(s2&s1)(0)=0,
contradicting Proposition 2, and proving thereby the following theorem.
Theorem 4. All |-stable points of the continuous dynamical system
, : R+_I  I are the fixed points of ,.
Equivalently, if, for every =>0 and every :>0, there exists some {:
such that (6) holds, then x is a fixed point of ,.
The fact that ,t(x) cannot invert its direction of motion as t varies in
R+ which appears already in the proof of Proposition 2can be brought
to bear also in the case of a continuous dynamical system R+ _T  T
acting on the unit circle T=[ei% : 0%<2?].
If x # T is a periodic point of ,, with period {>0, the same argument as
in the proof of Proposition 2 shows that [,t(x) : t # [0, {]]=T, and ,[0, {)
maps [0, {) bijectively onto T.
Proposition 3. If the continuous dynamical system R+_T  T has a
periodic point x with period {>0, then , is periodic with period {.
That is to say, ,{( y)= y and ,t( y){ y whenever 0<t<{, for all y # T.
Proof. If y{x, then y=,s(x) for some s # (0, {), and therefore
,{( y)=,{(,s(x))=,{+s(x)=,s(,{(x))=,s(x)= y.
Since
x=,{(x)=,{&s(,s(x))=,{&s( y),
y is not a fixed point of ,. Let _ be its period. Then 0<_{, and x=,t( y)
for some t # (0, _). Therefore
,_(x)=,_(,t( y))=,_+t( y)=,t(,_( y))=,t( y)=x,
whence _{. K
As a consequence, , is the restriction to R+ of a continuous dynamical
system R_T  T.
Choose now as distance between any two points u, v # T the lenght of the
shortest arc, #(u, v), connecting u and v in T. Let R+ _T  T be (non-
trivial and) non-periodic, and let x # T be an |-stable point of ,. Choose
x=1. The argument in the proof of Proposition 2 shows that, as t
increases, ,t(1) moves along T either clockwise or counterclockwise.
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Suppose that it moves clockwise. The argument in the proof of Theorem 4
shows that, for any = # (0, ?2) and :>>0, there is {: for which
,{(1) # #(1, ei=). (8)
The map t [ ,t(1) is injective, for otherwise, by Proposition 3 , should be
periodic. Let t>0 be such that ,t(1) # #(&i, 1), i.e., such that ,t(1)=ei%,
with &?2<%<0. Let $>0 be such that
#(ei(%&$), ei(%+$))/#(&i, 1).
Since ,t : T  T is continuous, some =>0 can chosen in such a way that,
if y # #(e&i=, ei=), then ,t(y) # #(ei(%&$), ei(%+$)). Choosing {: such that (8)
holds, then
,t+{(1) # #(ei(%&$), ei(%+$))/#(&i, 1).
Hence, there is some s>0 for which ,s(1)=1. Proposition 3 yields:
Theorem 5. If the (non-trivial ) continuous dynamical system R+ _T  T
has an |-stable point, , is periodic.
3. This and the following sections will be devoted to investigating flows
and semiflows acting as holomorphic maps of the open unit disc
2=[z # C : |z|<1] of C or of the open unit ball of a complex Hilbert
space.
The set of all holomorphic functions on 2, the semigroup of all
holomorphic maps of 2 into 2 and the group of all holomorphic
automorphisms of 2 will be denoted respectively by Hol(2, C), by Hol(2)
and by Aut(2).
Let f # Hol(2) and let zo # 2 be a periodic point with period two (which
implies that f is not the identity map). By the SchwarzPick lemma,
f 2fixing both points zo and f (zo){zois the identity map. Hence
f # Aut(2). There is no restriction in assuming f (zo)=0, so that f is the
Moebius transformation
f (z)=ei%
z&zo
1&zoz
, (9)
for some % # R, and therefore
f &1(z)=e&i%
z+ei%zo
1+ei%zo z
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for all z # 2. A direct computation shows that the equality f =f &1 is equiv-
alent to the conditions
(1+ei%)zo=0 and e2i%=1,
which, being zo{0, amount to requiring that % be an odd multiple of ?. By
(9), the involutory automorphism f fixes the point
z1=
&1+- 1+|zo | 2
zo
# 2.
Suppose now that f # Hol(2) has a periodic point zo # 2 with period 3.
Then
f 3(zo)=zo , f 3( f (zo))= f (zo).
Since f (zo){zo , by the SchwarzPick lemma f 3 is the identity map. On the
other hand, f 2 is not the identity, because otherwise f would be involutory
and therefore could not have a periodic point with period 3. Thus
f # Aut(2) is periodic with period 3.
Iteration of this argument yields the first part of the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 4. If the map f # Hol(2) has a periodic point with period
n>1, then f is a holomorphic periodic automorphism of 2, with period n,
which fixes a (unique) point of 2.
To establish the existence of the fixed point of f, we replace 2 by the
upper half plane 6+=[z # C : Iz>0]. If the holomorphic automorphism
f of 6+ has no fixed point, then there is b # R such that
f (z)=z+b \z # 6+.
Since f m(z)=z+mb for all z # 6+ and all m # Z, the fact that f is periodic
implies that b=0, i.e., f is the identity map. This contradiction completes
the proof of the theorem.
Let Bn be the open unit euclidean ball in Cn,
Bn={x=(‘1 , ..., ‘n) # Cn : :
n
p=1
|‘p | 2<1= ,
and let f : Bn  Bn be a holomorphic map. Let xo be a periodic point of f
with period m>n.
The intersection, H of Bn with the complex affine line passing through xo
and f (xo) is the support of all the complex geodesics for the hyperbolic
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metric of Bn whose supports contain both xo and f (xo).3 Let . : 2  Bn be
any one of these complex geodesics. Since f m(xo)=xo and f m( f (xo))=
f (xo), then f m b . is a complex geodesic. Thus, f m b .=., i.e., f m |H is the
identity on H. By the same argument, f m is the identity on the intersection
of Bn with the complex affine line joining f 2(xo) with any point of H, and
therefore is the identity on the intersection of Bn with the complex affine
space spanned by xo , f (xo) and f 2(xo). Iteration of this argument yields the
following theorem.
Theorem 6. If xo is a periodic point of f with period m>n, and if the
orbit of xo spans Cn, then f is periodic, with period m.
4. Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( | ) and
associated norm & &. Let B be the open unit ball of H, and let
, : R+_H  H be a continuous semiflow such that ,t is a holomorphic
map of B into B for all t # R+ .
Theorem 7. Let x # B be a periodic point of , with period {>0. If the
forward orbit O+(x)=[,t(x) : 0t{] of x spans a dense linear subspace
of H, ,{ is the identity map, i.e., , is periodic with period {.
Proof. Since Aut(B) acts transitively on B, there is no restriction in
assuming x=0. Letting
x (1)1 =,{2(0),
then x (1)1 {0 and
,{2(x (1)1 )=,{(0)=0.
As in the proof of Theorem 6, one sees that the intersection of B with the
complex line through x (1)1 is the support of a complex geodesic that is
,{ -invariant, and on which ,{ is the identity map. For any integer n>1, let
x (n)N =(,{2n)
N(0) for N=0, 1, ..., 2n&1.
Then
[0, x (n)1 , ..., x
(n)
2n&1 , 0] (10)
317CONTINUOUS DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
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is the forward orbit of 0 by ,{2n . Furthermore, all its elements are distinct,
because, if xnp=x
n
p+r for two integers p, r such that 0<p<p+r2
n, then
0=,{(0)=(,{2n)2
n
(0)=,(( p+r)2n){ b ,(1&( p+r)2n) {(0)
=,( p2n){ b ,(1&( p+r)2n) {(0)=, (1&(r2n)){(0),
contradicting the hypothesis whereby ,t(0){0 whenever 0<t<{.
The intersection of B with any complex affine line joining two distinct
elements of (10) is the support of a ,{-invariant complex geodesic, on
which ,{ is the identity. Hence, if En is the complex affine space spanned by
(10), then: En&1/En ; En & B is ,{-invariant, and ,{ |En & B is the identity. If
K is the closure of the linear subspace of H spanned by E1 , E2 , ..., ,{ is the
identity on K & B.
Let v # H be such that v = K, i.e., v = En for n=1, 2, ..., and therefore
(,(N2n) {(0) | v)=0
for all n=1, 2, ... and N=0, 1, ..., 2n&1. Since , is continuous, and the set
{N2n { : n=1, 2, ...; N=0, 1, ..., 2n&1=
is dense in the interval [0, {], then the set
[,(N2n) {(0) : n=1, 2, ...; N=0, 1, ..., 2n&1]
is dense in O+(0). Thus, v is orthogonal to the space spanned by O+(0).
Therefore v=0 and K=H. K
Remark. The proof of Theorem 7 shows that the hypothesis according
to which O+(x) spans a dense linear subspace of H may be dropped. The
conclusion is then that , is periodic with period { on the intersection of B
with the closure of the affine subspace of H spanned by O+(x).
Since holomorphic maps contract the Kobayashi distance, and since B is
Kobayashi-hyperbolic, [7], Theorem 3 yields
Theorem 8. If H is separable and , : R+ _B  B is a continuous semi-
flow such that ,t is holomorphic for all t0 and surjective and topologically
transitive for some t>0, then there are neither periodic nor fixed points
of ,.
Remark. The same conclusion holds, more in general, when B is replaced
by any connected, separable, Kobayashi-hyperbolic, complex space.
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5. In HC, complex Hilbert space direct sum of H and C, consider
the linear operator J # L(HC) defined by the matrix
J=\I0
0
&1+ .
A linear operator A # L(HC) satisfies the condition
A*JA=J (11)
(in which case it is called a J-isometry) if, and only if, it is represented by
a matrix
\ A11( v | A12)
A12
A22+ , (12)
where A11 # L(H), A12 # H, A22 # C are such that
A11*A11=I+
( v | A11 *A12)
|A22 | 2
A11 *A12 ,
|A22 | 2&&A12&2=1.
If H has finite dimension, dimC H=n, the set of all J-isometries is the
group U(n, 1). If the dimension of H is infinite, a J-isometry is not
necessarily bijective, and therefore (11) defines, in general, only a semi-
group. The operator A is bijectivethat is, A is a continuous isomorphism
of HCif, and only if, A is a continuous isomorphism of H.
There is a neighbourhood U of the closure B of B such that
\x } 1A22 A11*A12++A22{0 \x # U.
Thus, if A is defined on x # B by
A (x)=
1
\x } 1A22 A11 *A12++A22
(A11 x+A12),
then, A has a (unique) holomorphic extension to U.
All these facts have been established in [7], together with the following
results:
A (B)/B;
A is an isometry for the hyperbolic metric of B;
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A is a holomorphic automorphism of B onto B if, and only if, A11 is
bijective; if F : B  B is a holomorphic isometry for the hyperbolic metric
of B, there exists A # L(HC) satisfying (11), such that F=A .
Let T : R+  L(HC) be a strongly continuous semigroup of linear
J-isometries of HC. Then, T : t [ T(t)
t
is a continuous semiflow of
holomorphic isometries for the hyperbolic metric of B. It was shown in
[11] that the infinitesimal generator X : D(X )/H  H of T is repre-
sented by a matrix
X=\ X11( v | X12)
X12
iX22+ , (13)
where: iX11 is a closed symmetric operator on H, whose resolvent set con-
tains the open upper half-plane of C; X12 # H and X22 # R. Vice versa,
[11], every operator X represented by a matrix (13) whose entries satisfy
these conditions, is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous
semigroup T of linear J-isometries of HC. The semigroup is the restric-
tion to R+ of a strongly continuous group of surjective linear J-isometries
of HCor, equivalently, T(t) is continuously invertible for some t>0
if, and only if, iX11 is self-adjoint. If, and only if, that happens, the
continuous semiflow T is the restriction to R+ of a continuous flow of
holomorphic automorphisms of B.
Suppose now that the semiflow T has a periodic point x # B, with period
{>0, whose (forward) orbit spans a dense linear subspace of H. By
Theorem 7, T({)
t
is the identity map of B, and therefore T is the restriction
to R+ of a continuous flow of holomorphic automorphisms of B. Accord-
ing to Proposition 7.3 of [11], if T(t)
t
fixes a point of B for some t>0, then
the set of fixed points of the semiflow T is non-empty. That is to say, there
is some point of B which is fixed by T(t)
t
for all t # R+. There is no restric-
tion in assuming that T(t)
t
(0)=0 for all t0. But then X12=0, and T is
the restriction to R+ of a strongly continuous group of (restrictions to B
of) unitary operators on H, which is periodic with period {, and
T(t)=\T(t)110
0
T(t)22+ ,
where T(t)11 is a unitary operator on H, and |T(t)22 |=1.
Let _(X ) be the spectrum of X. According to [2] (see also [4]):
_(X )= p_(X )/(2?i{) Z;
_(X ) consists of simple poles of the resolvent function ( vI&X )&1; the
eigenspaces of X span a dense linear subspace of H.
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Since T(t) is a unitary operator, eigenspaces corresponding to different
eigenvalues are mutually orthogonal. Let
_(X )={2?n1 i{ ,
2?n2 i
{
, ...= ,
with nj # Z, and let Pj be the orthogonal projector corresponding to the
eigenvalue 2?nj i{ for j=1, 2, ... . Summing up, the following theorem has
been established.
Theorem 9. If the continuous semiflow T has a periodic point with
period {>0, whose orbit spans a dense linear subspace of H, there exist:
a sequence [nj] of relative integers;
a sequence [Pj] of orthogonal projectors, orthogonal to each other, for
which  Pj=I;
a linear J-isometry A, such that
A b T(t)
t
b A &1=: e(2?nj i{) tPj x
for all x # B and all t # R+ .
6. Coming back to the holomorphic maps of the unit disc 2, the follow-
ing two theorems (whose proofs can be found, e.g., in [3]) describe the
behaviour of the discrete dynamical system generated by the iterates of an
element f # Hol(2).
Let } be the Poincare distance on 2:
}(x, y)=tanh&1 \} x& y1&x y }+ (x, y # 2).
Theorem 10 (Wolff ’s theorem). Let f be a fixed point-free holomorphic
map of 2 into 2. There exists a point w # 2 such that every open euclidean
disc in 2, whose boundary is a circle tangent to 2 in w, is mapped into itself
by f.
The point w is called the Wolff point of f.
Theorem 11. Let f # Hol(2) be such that, if f # Aut(2), f is fixed point-
free. There is a point { # 2 such that, for all z # 2, the sequence [ f n(z)] con-
verges to { uniformly on all compact subsets of 2. If { # 2, f ({)={.
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We consider now a map , : R*+_2  2 such that ,t # Hol(2) for all
t>0, and
,t1+t2=,t1 b ,t2 \t1 , t2 # R*+.
These conditions are satisfied if , is the restriction to R*+ of a semiflow
of holomorphic maps of 2 into 2.
Lemma 1. If ,t0  Aut(2) for some t0 # R*+, then ,t  Aut(2) for all
tt0 .
Proof. Since
}(,t0(x), ,t0( y))<}(x, y)
for any pair of distinct points x, y in 2, if ,t0+t1 # Aut(2) for some t1>0,
then
}(x, y)=}(,t0+t1(x), ,t0+t1( y))=}(,t1 b ,t0(x), ,t1 b ,t0( y))
}(,t0(x), ,t0( y))<}(x, y).
This contradiction proves the lemma. K
Assume now that there is =>0 such that ,= # Aut(2), and therefore
,t # Aut(2) for all t # (0, =].
Lemma 2. If ,t0  Aut(2) for some t0>0, then ,t0&s  Aut(2) for all
s # [0, =].
Note that t0>=.
Proof. Since 0s=, and therefore ,s # Aut(2), if ,t0&s # Aut(2), for
x, y # 2, with x{ y, we have
}(,t0(x), ,t0( y))=}(,s b ,t0&s(x), ,s b ,t0&s( y))
=}(,t0&s(x), ,t0&s( y))=}(x, y),
and, in conclusion, ,t0 # Aut(2). K
Hence, by Lemma 1, the set
S :=[t # R*+: ,t  Aut(2)],
if non-empty, is an open half-line contained in R*+.
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Theorem 12. Either S=< or S=R*+.
Proof. If S{R*+, there is =>0 such that (0, =] & S=<, and therefore
,t # Aut(2) for all t # (0, =]. Let (<{S{R*+ and let) t1=inf S. Hence
t1>0. Choose _ in such a way that
0<2_<=, _<t1 .
Then t1+_ # S, 0<t1&_  S. Since
t1&_=t1+_&2_>t1+_&=,
by Lemma 2 ,t1&_  Aut(2), contradicting the definition of t1 . K
If there are x # 2 and {>0 such that ,{(x)=x and ,t(x){x for all
t # (0, {), x is a periodic point, with period 2 of ,{2 # Hol(2). Thus, by
Proposition 4, ,{2 is a periodic map with period 2, and therefore ,{ is the
identity. For any t>0, let n be a positive integer such that t<n{. Since
,t b ,n{&t=,n{&t b ,t=,n{=id,
then ,t # Aut(2). That proves
Lemma 3. If there are a point x # 2 and some {>0 such that ,{(x)=x
but ,t(x){x whenever 0<t<{, then S=<.
Remark. Note that, if these hypotheses are satisfied when , is the
restriction to R*+ of a continuous semiflow of holomorphic maps of 2 into
itself, then, by Proposition 4, the semiflow is the restriction to R+ of a con-
tinuous one-parameter group of holomorphic automorphisms of 2.
Every strictly increasing sequence [t&] such that t& A + contains a sub-
sequence [t&j] such that [,t&j] converges to a function . # Hol(2, C)
uniformly on all compact subsets of 2. If . # Hol(2), given any two points
x, y in 2, then
}(.(x), .( y))= lim
j  +
}(,t&j (x), ,t&j ( y)).
Let S=R*+ and let x{ y. By the SchwarzPick lemma,
}(x, y)>|(,t&(x), ,t&( y))>}(,t&+1(x), ,t&+1( y)).
Hence, the sequence [}(,t&(x), ,t&( y))] converges strictly decreasingly to
}(.(x), .( y)).
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If [s&] is another sequence of distinct points of R*+ for which s& A +,
there is a subsequence [r&] of [t&] such that r&s&r&+1 when &>>0.
Hence
lim
&  +
}(,s&(x), ,s&( y))=}(.(x), .( y)).
That proves that
lim
t  +
}(,t(x), ,t( y))=}(.(x), .( y)).
If }(.(x), .( y))>0, for any s>0
}(,s b .(x), ,s b .( y))<}(.(x), .( y)).
On the other hand
}(,s b .(x), ,s b .( y))= lim
t  +
}(,t(x), ,t( y))=}(.(x), .( y)).
This contradiction shows that }(.(x), .( y))=0 for all x and y in 2. In
other words, there is some z # 2 such that .(2)=[z]. As a consequence
}(,t(z), z)=}(,t b .(z), .(z))=}(. b ,t(z), .(z))=0,
and, in conclusion, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 5. Let ,t  Aut(2) for some t # R*+. If there is a sequence
[t&] such that t& A + and that at least one of the limit values of the
sequence [,t&], for the compact-open topology of 2, maps 2 into 2, then
there is a unique point z # 2 such that ,t(x)=z for all x # 2 and all t>0.
Assume now that ,t  Aut(2) for some t # R*+ , and that, for every
sequence [t&] such that t& A +, every one, . # Hol(2, C), of the limit
values of [,t&] for the compact-open topology of 2 is such that
.(2) & 2{<. The function . is constant, and .(2) is a point of 2.
Note that ,t has no fixed point in 2 for all t>0. Otherwise, there would
exist t0>0 and z0 # 2 such that ,t0(z0)=z0 , and, as consequence, the
sequence [,nt0] would have a limit value . # Hol(2, C), for the compact-
open topology, fixing z0 and such that .(2) & 2{<. Absurd.
By Theorem 10, for any t>0 there is some {t # 2 such that if Ct is any
open euclidean disc, contained in 2 and such that Ct is tangent to 2 in
{t , then ,t(Ct)/Ct .
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We introduce now the additional hypothesis whereby , : R+_2  2 is
a continuous semiflow such that ,t # Hol(2) for all t # R+. Let t0>0 and
x # 2, and consider the compact set
Kt0 :=[,t(x) : 0tt0]/2.
Choose Ct0 in such a way that Kt0/Ct0 . Then
,t0(Kt0)/,t0(Ct0)/Ct0 .
Since
,t0(Kt0)=[,t0( y) : y # Kt0]=[,t0(,t(x)) : 0tt0]
=[,t0+t(x) : 0tt0]=[,t(x) : 0t2t0]=K2t0 ,
then K2t0/Ct0 . Iteration of this argument yields
Knt0/Ct0 \n=0, 1, 2, ... .
Since t0>0 is arbitrary, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 6. If the continuous dynamical system , : R+_2  2 is
such that ,t # Hol(2) is fixed point-free for all t0, and ,t  Aut(2) for
some (hence for all ) t # R*+ , then there is a point { # 2 such that
lim
t  +
,t(x)={ \x # 2. (14)
If C{ contains x then O+(x)/C{ .
We are left to consider the case in which the continuous dynamical
system , : R+ _2  2 is such that ,t # Hol(2) for all t0 and that
,t # Aut(2) for some (hence for all) t # R*+. Then , is the restriction to R+
of a one-parameter group of holomorphic automorphisms of 2, which will
be denoted by the same symbol ,. The infinitesimal generator X of the
strongly continuous group R_2  2 associated to , is an element of the
Lie algebra of the Lie group SU(1, 1).
Let x # 2. The orbits of x have been described in ([5], pp. 3132): If X
is elliptic (i.e., if det X>0), the orbit O(x) of x is a circle contained in 2.
Hence , is a periodic flow, fixing a point of 2. If X is parabolic (i.e., if
det X=0), O(x) is a horocycle, that is to say, a circle tangent to 2 in a
point { and contained in 2 _ [{]; the point { is the same for all x # 2, and
lim
t  
,t(x)={.
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If X is hyperbolic (i.e., if det X<0), there are two distinct points : and ;
in 2which are the same for all x # 2such that O(x) is the intersection
of 2 with the circle passing through :, ;, x, and ,t(x) tends to : when
t  + and to ; when t  &.
In conclusion, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 4. If X is elliptic, then |(O(x))=O(x), and O(x) is a circle con-
tained in 2, containing in its interior a (unique) fixed point of ,. If X is
parabolic or hyperbolic, |(O(x))=<.
Coming back once again to the semiflow , : R+ _2  2 such that
,t # Hol(2) for all t0, note that, since ,t contracts the Poincare distance
}, by Theorem 2 every non-wandering point is |-stable, and conversely.
Theorem 13. If the continuous semiflow , of holomorphic maps of 2 into
2 has a non-wandering point, then , is the restriction to R+ of a periodic
group of holomorphic automorphisms of 2.
Proof. Let x # 2 be a non-wandering point of ,. Since Aut(2) acts
transitively, there is no restriction in assuming x=0.
For any :>1 there is a sequence [{&] such that {1>:, {& A + and
}(0, ,{&(0))
1
&
\&=1, 2, ... . (15)
If there exists y # 2 such that ,{&( y)= y for some &1, , is periodic by
the Remark following Lemma 3.
1. Suppose now that ,{&(z){z for all z # 2 and all &=1, 2, ... . Replac-
ing, if necessary, [{&] by a subsequence, we can assume that [,{&] con-
verges to a holomorphic map  : 2  C uniformly on all compact subsets
of 2. The Hurwitz theorem implies that either (z)=z for all z # 2, or
(z){z for all z # 2.
If (z)=z for all z # 2, the sequence [,${&] of the first derivatives con-
verges to the constant 1 uniformly on all compact subsets of 2. Hence, for
any z # 2, ,${&(z){0 when &>>0. The chain rule for derivatives shows then
that ,${&(z){0 for all z # 2 and all &=1, 2, ... . By the monodromy theorem,
,t # Aut(2) for some t>0 and therefore for all t0. Since |(O+(x)){<,
by Lemma 4 and the above classification, , is the restriction to R+ of a
periodic group of holomorphic automorphisms of 2.
2. If (z){z for all z # 2, then |(0)|>0. Since
lim
&  +
,{&(0)=(0),
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then
|,{&(0)|
|(0)|
2
>0
when &>>0, contradicting (15). K
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